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Patience Macinnes is angry that her father has ordered her north to the Clan McLaud to settle a

dispute when she should be searching for her sister. She intends to see the task done and resume

her search. But the McLauds prove more of a problem than she anticipated, especially one McLaud

in particular.Hunter McLaud is known for his love of women. He spends his days entertaining

himself with them and his nights as well. Patience has no time for the ne'er-do-well warrior until he

offers her a solution to settle the problem between their clans. He asks her to marry him and unite

the clans.With the possibility of war looming over the clans, Patience has no choice but to agree to

HunterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s outrageous plan, but she has some stipulations of her own. He agrees to her

demands, though neither one of them is prepared for the turmoil that follows. And neither one of

them is prepared for the demands of their hearts.
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I loved Hunter McLaud, I think he has to be my new book boyfriend, he's a charming rogue who has



a different woman just about every night of the week, but he also had a very caring and loving heart.

And Patience Macinnes was like a warrior princess, in charge of army of warriors, determined to find

the Dark Dragon, an evil and dangerouswarrior thought to be responsible for kidnapping her sister

Heather.She is asked to go north by her father to settle a land dispute between the Macinnes and

the McLaud. When she arrives Hunter McLaud suggest marriage between them would be the best

solution to unite the clans. Patience is not too happy with about it but agrees.The bickering and

banter between the couple is wonderful, but they can't ignore their feelings in the end, and the

passion between them can't denied.This was a great romance full of action and desire. I'm looking

forward to Heather's story next.

Patience makes a much better heroine than Emma. Even Hunter is better than Rogan. Because you

know and expect Hunter to take the second place behind Patience, who is the alpha here. A bit too

alpha, like the famous s, but still better than Emma whose stubbornness had no rhyme or reason.

Patience is a warrior par excellence, so much so that throughout the book, every character pays

homage to her skills. Over and over again. It's ridiculous, but I didn't expect much from the author

after reading the last book. She is so complete in herself, in fact, that she needs a man solely for

sex. She makes all the right decisions, does all the work, fights all the fights, wins all the wars, is

utterly fearless, and also beautiful, slim, soft skinned, with lovely hair and enchanting smile. A bit

antithetical, but I believe the author thrives on the ridiculous. She is so intent on making the three

sisters superior to everyone around that she forgets to concentrate on writing. There are absolutely

no details in either of the books. Patience is a warrior, and on a horse for almost the entire book, but

we don't know what kind, gender, or even the name. They travel for months without encountering

sea, or any known city. There are no names for the countless woods they come across, fishes turn

up for meals almost magically with no mention of a stream or river nearby. A stream is mentioned

only because the lead pair had to get naked and our  has to get a taste of what her manwife can do

to her. Plaids are mentioned, because it's Scotland, but no mention of any color. The Dark Dragon

holds a lot of land, but his neighbors don't really know about it. And because it's Scotland, every

clan name begins with Mc, but no other detail is ever provided. And trust me, all this and still it is

better than the first one. The sisters are so close to each other, the husbands are reduced to

bystanders in their own marriages, with pregnant women not sharing the news of their pregnancy

with the husband because they want to travel up and down the country whenever they want for the

missing sister. I really think the sisters should've married each other and kept a few men as sex

slaves, because they are nymphos, the both of them. It's amazing how many pages this author can



fill with her juvenile writing. Now it's like a train wreck for me...I just can't help but read this to the

finish. Because while the writing is ridiculous, the plot is good. I wish a better author had handled

this plot.

I thoroughly enjoyed reading this second book in the series of the Macinnes Sisters Trilogy! While

Patient's personality is totally different from her sisters, it is filled with stubborn hardheadedness as

well as humor and great skills. Set in Scotland, this romance travels throughout the countryside with

its well described, and researched beauty. The characters are all very well developed and revealed.

I would have no qualms what so ever suggesting this book series to friends.

I have read many books by Donna Fletcher and have loved them. In fact I read the first book in this

series and loved it. This book - not so muchPart of the problem for me was the H/h, Hunter is a

man-ho and Patience is a She-man warrior woman. These are two of my least favorite

types.Another problem was the writing - this was not the Donna Fletcher I am used to. Either she

didn't write it or she was experimenting with a new writing style. Whichever it was, I didn't care for it.

It seemed juvenile and was littered with inconsistencies.The final thing that ruined the book for me

was the love scenes. First they are circling each other for nearly half the book. The sexual tension

went from tantalizing to tedious. When they finally have sex, I just didn't care. And if that wasn't bad

enough our heroine turns into a nympho. You couldn't go two pages without one of them being wet

or hard - geez! As much as I like a steamy book, this book just did nothing for me.I had to force

myself to finish this book. A first where Ms. Fletcher is concerned. I would not recommend it. Read

the first book in the series or any of her other highlander stories and skip this one.I will read the final

book in the series, because I know that Ms. Fletcher can write an awesome book. I will assume that

this was just a glitch in an otherwise impressive track record

Patience MacInnes and Hunter McLaud's story was even better than book 1, and I loved book 1.

Patience is the Warrior Sister. She is smart and brilliant in the art of clan warfare. Her sister Heather

is still missing and the Dark Dragon has held her captive, Patience wants nothing more than to

continue her search, but her father needs her to do something else. She is to go uphold the peace

and settle a dispute amongst the McLauds and others without war. When she arrives she witnesses

a lusty handsome man with a woman from a cottage and her escort informs her he is the youngest

of the McLaud brothers, the consummate rogue, who has a different woman every week.Hunter

McLaud is the known handsome rogue. His older brother is a viper and when his brother has a



malicious plan...he has one of his own that will involve the skinny woman he sees.Patience and

Hunter will have quite a journey. I loved this story, the suspense, the hot love scenes and the story

itself. I still gave it a 5 even though I did find an error about the storyline. I look forward to book 3, it

is too bad we have to wait for a whole year.
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